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A taste of the East
With severAl AccolAdes under their belt, And plAns for further 
improvements, it’s An exciting time to visit the eAstern eye

arning accolades, 
commendations and awards 
is one thing the eastern eye 
restaurant in bath does with 
exceptional proficiency, its most 

recent being les routiers’ most prestigious 
‘restaurant of the year 2011’ award. 

As far is indian restaurants go, this isn’t 
just one of the most renowned in bath, but in 
the entire country. even then, the restaurant’s 
owner mr Abdul hadi choudhury is still not 

E
content, expressing his plans to completely 
re-invigorate the restaurant’s appeal, from 
décor, right through to the menu and 
branding. he says:

“While we are truly humbled by all the 
positive feedback and critical acclaim the 
restaurant has had over the years, we do not 
want to get complacent and let the quality 
here stagnate. 

“the idea is to constantly keep things 
flourishing, exciting and moving forward. 
taking on board all feedback from customers 
and critics alike, over the next few months we 
plan to revamp and improve many aspects 
of the restaurant to further our commitment 
to customers, to ensure we’re providing the 
upper echelon of indian culinary cuisine.” 

it is extremely exciting to see what changes 
are coming up over the next few months. 
one thing that is clear is that mr choudhury is 
wholly committed to providing customers with 
a premiere dining experience and ensuring 
the restaurant lives up to its ever-growing 
and demanding reputation. having recently 
returned from a several month long vacation, 
he’s approaching the restaurant business 
with a new found vigour.

either way, this is one indian restaurant that 

is not to be missed. it is quite a unique rarity. 
boasting one of bath’s few true georgian 
interiors, with huge glass-domed ceilings and 
giant hand painted art works laden across the 
walls. coupled with the extensive menu that 
is littered with several authentic home grown 
dishes  that you simply won’t find anywhere 
else, the restaurant provides an impressive 
dining experience. it’s an altogether quite 
elaborate and grandiose affair, still retaining 
that warm local feel and with affordable 
prices to boot. the eastern eye is one of 
bath’s crowning jewels as far as restaurants 
are concerned, and if any of mr choudhury’s 
future plans prosper, it can only get better. BL
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Shuhan choudhury (manager) holding the award 
of Les Routiers Restaurant of the Year 2011

Abdul H Choudhury 
(chairman and 

managing director)


